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(Course x2)

Our time is now;
Our time last forever;
We still stand strong;
And we're here for each other;
Never thinking about giving up;
Cuz than the storm will turn it to rust;

(Verse 1)

So our time is now;
We going to stand still strong;
Got eyes on the back of our head;
Always knowing what's going on;
There's no such thing as sneaking or back stabbing;
Cuz if there is better get your ass to stepping;
Cuz our time is now we ain't anywhere;
so open your eyes and you better be aware;
Cuz if your not we knocking down doors;
Best be on the train now come on all aboard;
Got the reputation of Doin' My Own Thang;
Cuz our time is now like I been saying;
Hey hey hey it's your boy double dash C;
Coming over here like you wanna be me;
Hola back its double dash Cing Cas;
Real fast put your face in the grass;
And keep on a flowing;
Keep on a flowing and ima keep on going;
Showing off my skills like you already know it;
Poet didn't know it and ima keep on flowing;

(Course x2)

(Verse 2)

We stay together like a unity;
Fuck with one you get the whole community;
We an ice burg sitting in the ocean;
Best believe when we hit you'll feel the motion;
With your neck jaw and your bones a snapping;
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Whipping up your blood with an old ass napkin;
Our time is now it's defiantly ain't yours;
Watch my fist watch what they can pour;
From your face hitting up on the grass;
Cuz Cing Casper came through whooping your ass;
Holding it down always tight;
Our time is now nighty-night;

(Course x2)

(Course x2)

(Course x2)
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